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This paper presents a review of recent studies of the human controller both in psychology
and in control engineering. Theoretical and technological problems in the study of skilled
behaviour are first discussed, and the desirable constraints upon any “model” are
outlined. The foundations of linear continuous modelling of the human controller and
experimental data on the validity and utility of linear models are then reviewed. The
evidence for nonlinear and discontinuous behaviour in the human controller is then
outlined, and studies of non-linear models based on modern optimal and sampled-data
control theory are then presented.

1. The Study of Perceptual-motor Skills
Although human cognitive skills and verbal behaviour are generally assumed to involve higher
level processes and to be more complex than human perceptual-motor behaviour (for example,
Bartlett (1958) has suggested that the analysis of human problem-solving behaviour is simplified
by regarding it as a “high-level skill”), in practice a far greater effort has been applied to the
study of the cognitive skills involved in learning and remembering verbal material, and in
problem-solving, than to the perceptual-motor skills involved in such tasks as flying, driving and
typing. Part of this emphasis stems from the philosophical origins of psychology and the
associated emphasis on studies of human conscious thought processes; but the continued relative
neglect of perceptual-motor skills must have a more fundamental cause, since it would seem
reasonable for a logical development of experimental psychology to treat the problems of
perceptual-motor co-ordination involved in driving and flying, before investigating the far more
complex problems of verbal behaviour and problem-solving.
There are two main reasons for this disparity in the amount of effort expended on studies of
human cognitive skills on the one hand, and perceptual-motor skills on the other. First,
perceptual-motor skills cannot generally be verbalized and introspective analysis is misleading, if
not impossible. Although, in modern experimental psychology, introspection is discounted as a
source of information about human behaviour, in practice it is an important source of hypotheses
and experimental designs, even if reference to it is carefully eradicated from published results.
Although there is considerable coupling between verbal instructions and the learning, and
performance, of perceptual-motor skills, this is not so strong as in cognitive skills more closely
related to the use of language, and the lack of verbalization deprives the worker on perceptual-
motor skills of two major sources of information—his own experience, and the introspective
analysis of others.
The second reason for a disparity of effort and achievement between studies of cognitive skills
and perceptual-motor skills is, to a large extent, technological. Perceptual-motor skills are
externally paced and the operator is essentially on-line, with the detailed time-patterns of his
visual inputs and manual outputs being a major aspect of the skilled performance. To record
these time patterns accurately, recorders with a bandwidth of several hundred Hertz are required,
and these only became readily available in the early fifties. To analyse the data in these
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recordings, powerful computational facilities are required, and these became readily available
only in the late fifties (analog computers) and early sixties (digital computers). To control the
experimental situation in which a perceptual-motor skill is being observed, it is necessary to
perform the data analysis rapidly during the experiment—that is, with an on-line, real-time
system. Unfortunately, whilst analog computers have always been available for real-time use,
they are essentially linear, continuous-time systems which have proved inadequate for the
analysis of the nonlinear, discrete-time behaviour of the human controller, and on-line digital
computers for the control of psychological experiments are only now, in the late sixties,
becoming available. One effect of this requirement for complex technology has been that most
notable studies of the human controller have taken place in a military context, and the highly
skilled aircraft pilot has, for example, been far more studied than the normal or brain-damaged
individual.
Thus, the concentration of effort in experimental psychology on the macroscopic aspects of
cognitive skills, rather than the microscopic aspects of perceptual-motor skills, has been
determined both by the availability of a natural language for describing, and communicating
about, cognitive skills, and by the lack of suitable instruments for measuring and analysing
behaviour in perceptual-motor skills. Recent advances in technology have made available the on-
line digital computer (Miller, Bregman & Norman, 1965) as a suitable instrument for the control
of experiments on perceptual-motor skills, and the modelling of skilled behaviour; recent
advances in the study of nonlinear, discrete-time control systems are making it possible to
overcome some of the methodological problems in the study of skilled behaviour; and hence our
knowledge of human perceptual-motor behaviour may be expected to progress rapidly during the
next decade.
This paper reviews studies of the human controller, mainly in the single-input, single-output,
“compensatory” tracking situation, and discusses the validity and utility of models of human
behaviour based on these studies. In the following section some methodological problems in
modelling human behaviour are discussed. Then linear continuous models of the human
controller based on “describing-function” measurements are critically reviewed, followed by
nonlinear models based on modern optimal and sampled-data control theory.

2. Methodological Problems in Modelling the Human Controller
The human being is a very complex organism whose range of behaviour encompasses not only
skilled control tasks, but also instinctive and emotional reactions, such as those resulting from
pain or fear, and linguistic communication with other humans. Language, both natural and
scientific, is inadequate to describe the majority of human behaviour in all but a cursory way.
Natural language has developed to serve the objectives of human society, particularly those
objectives which require communication between individuals. The descriptive power of the
language, and those properties of behaviour which are abstracted for description, reflect this
function of language; for example, behaviour tends to be described in terms of its end result
rather than as a movement pattern. Scientific language, particularly the purely mathematical
description of the human operator: first, as a mechanical system—a “multi-degree of freedom”
object made up of jointed solids; and second, an electrochemical system—the blood supply,
nervous system, and so on—is possible to apply in theory, but impossible in practice. Not only
are there practical difficulties in the measurement of the number of variables involved, and
problems of data-analysis in that each behaviour becomes a unique event, but the analysis,
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representation and comprehension of one system requires a meta-system which is considerably
larger than the system represented, and the human brain cannot act as an adequate meta-system
for a complete representation of itself.
Thus, whatever approach is taken to the description and modelling of human behaviour, it is
bound to be only a partial approach, or approximation, and in practice only comparatively small
domains of behaviour can be modelled in any depth. It has been customary to delimit these
domains by splitting human activities into various categories—conditioning, problem-solving,
verbal behaviour, perceptual-motor skills, and so on (Melton, 1964a), but even within these
categories no reasonably comprehensive models of behaviour are available, and there are cross-
category similarities which are stronger than within-category differences (Melton, 1964b). In
these circumstances, it seems reasonable not to start with pre-conceived categories of behaviour,
but rather to evaluate a model by the size, and importance, of the domain of behaviour for which
it is an adequate representation.
Models capable of representing behaviour over large domains are particularly important in the
study of learning systems where the mode of behaviour is expected to vary widely with
experience. A variety of models is required, and within the modelling schemata there must be
scope for a sufficient variety to provide adequate matches during all phases of learning.
Moreover these models should be related to one another and there should be a smooth
progression through related models during learning, rather than a succession of sudden
transitions from one model type to another. Equally, changes in the environment should not
involve sudden, major changes in the model of the controller—if the model is “correct”, any
changes in it due to changes in the environment will be the result of learning, and can be
expected to be fairly gradual.
These requirements may be formalized mathematically, and, indeed, future advances in the study
of human behaviour may be crucially dependent on an adequate formalization. However, none
yet exists, and the present paper reviews studies of human skill within their intrinsic frameworks,
whilst attempting to indicate the nature of the broader framework in which they may be placed.

3. Linear Models of the Human Controller
Linear modelling of the human operator performing a control task is of interest for several
distinct reasons: first, it is an example of the “black-box”, cybernetic approach to modelling a
system by a structure based on its behaviour; second, linear systems are one of the most
important families of control policies, in that their properties are virtually completely known, and
hence no mathematical problems arise within the strict framework of the model itself, and full
advantage may be taken of the control engineering studies of linear controllers and their
behaviour; third, there have been many detailed experimental studies of linear models of the
human controller in a variety of situations, and any further developments must take into account
the data gathered in these studies.
In the following sub-sections, the theoretical basis and implications of linear modelling are first
established, the main results of experimental studies are outlined, the utility of the linear model
and the “meaning” of its parameters and “goodness-of-fit” are discussed, and the application of
linear models, particularly in studies of learning, is evaluated.
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3.1. The foundations of linear modelling
In mathematical terms, a linear transformation is a mapping between vector spaces which obeys
the superposition principle, in that the transform of the sum of two vectors is the sum of the
transforms of each of the two individual vectors (Mirsky, 1955). Functions of time over an
interval form a vector space which is infinite-dimensional, and the operations of addition,
scaling, integration, differentiation and time-delay may be shown to be linear operations (Riesz
& Nagy, 1955). A linear dynamical system is one whose action may be represented in terms of
these operations alone (Birkhoff, 1927), and these systems have been extensively studied in
linear systems theory. In particular, linear functionals from the space of linear functions to a
complex algebraic variable have been developed, such as the Laplace transform which enable
linear operators on time-functions to be manipulated in an algebraic manner with full
mathematical rigour.
Because linear system theory is so well-developed and contains such a powerful body of
techniques for studying system behaviour, when a nonlinear system is to be analysed it is
convenient to attempt to approximate its behaviour by that of some linear system. If the linear
approximation is, in some sense, good then much of the behaviour of the nonlinear system may
be predicted from a linear model whose behaviour is readily determined. In control engineering,
techniques have been developed for the analysis of the stability of nonlinear systems using a
linear approximation, or “describing function” (Gibson, 1963). The first techniques developed
were based on an analysis of the behaviour of the nonlinear system when excited by simple
harmonic waveforms at various frequencies. Booton (1953) extended these results to systems
excited by noise-like signals, and it is his technique which has been used to derive linear
approximations to human control policies.
A detailed mathematical analysis of the describing function technique is not relevant to the
present studies, but certain assumptions made, and their applicability to the human controller, are
important in evaluating the utility and implications of linear models of the human operators, and
these assumptions will be outlined here. The configuration envisaged for linear modelling is
shown in Figure 1: a nonlinear system, N, drives a linear system, G, the output of which, c(t), is
subtracted from the input signal, r(t), and fed to the non-linear system as an error signal, e(t); the
output of the nonlinear element, m(t), is assumed to be made up of two components, one of
which is correlated with the error, and the other of which n(t), is independent of it.

Figure 1. Linear analysis of nonlinear feedback system
Booton’s analysis depends on the assumption that the signals in the system, particularly e(t), are
Gaussian processes. Even if e(t) is Gaussian, m(t), the output of the nonlinear element, will not
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be, and hence neither will c(t). However, if the linear element G is narrow-band with respect to
the input spectrum, by the central limit theorem its output will more closely approximate a
Gaussian process (Gibson, 1963, p. 387), and hence, if r(t) is Gaussian, then so will be e(t). Thus,
the use of describing function techniques to model a nonlinear system is dependent on the
assumptions that the input is Gaussian, and that the nonlinear element is followed by a filter
which is narrow-band with respect to the input spectrum.
There are alternative views of the describing function technique which throw some light on the
meaning of the assumptions made. The overall linear model is an approximation to the transfer
function between the input, r(t), and the output c(t). This will be good to the extent that G is a
narrowband filter which eliminates frequencies, n(t), which are not present in the input. Since G
is known, K, the linear model of the nonlinear element, is effectively available from the closed-
loop response. However, the relationship between e(t) and m(t), predicted from a knowledge of
K, will only account for that part of m(t) which is not filtered out by G. Hence, to the extent that
G is narrow-band and enables the describing function technique to be used, it also restricts the
model of N to account for only a small part of the behaviour of the nonlinear element.
A further effect on the type of linear model obtained for N is dependent on the amplitude of e(t)
compared with that of r(t) (more strictly on the ratio of r.m.s. amplitudes). Since n(t) and r(t) are
uncorrelated random processes, any part of n(t) which passes through G and is fed back to form
e(t) increases the error, on average. Hence, for the controller to perform well and maintain a
small error between overall input and output, it is necessary for the nonlinearly generated part of
its output which passes through G to be small. In the context of the human controller, this
implies that a good linear model may be obtained for the overall loop behaviour of an operator
controlling a linear system; the model will not account for any components of the operator’s
output which have little effect on the system.
The linear approximation to a nonlinear system varies with system variables, such as the mean
amplitude of the input—for example, a relay switching function whose output is the sign of its
input has a constant r.m.s. output, and hence its “equivalent gain” is inversely proportional to the
r.m.s. input amplitude. Similar dependencies on e(t), and hence on both r(t) and G, occur for any
form of nonlinear element, N, and the measured describing function will be found to be a
function of the input and controlled element. Thus N will appear to be “adaptive” to the input
and controlled element, but this “adaption” is unrelated to any effort by N to improve its
performance—the “adaption” is an artefact resulting from the linear modelling, rather than
adaptive behaviour on the part of N.
To conclude this critical examination of the describing function technique, it is worth quoting
Gibson’s (1963, p. 388) remark that, “under a wide set of circumstances the use of the Gaussian
describing function to compute closed-loop response is invalid.” Although the technique is based
on a mathematical analysis which looks both impressive and plausible, in practice its derivation
is based on highly restrictive assumptions, and, even when these apply, the meaning of the
results obtained is not clear. Although this critique has been largely destructive, it is essential to
consider linear modelling in some depth because it is the most obvious, and most readily applied,
technique for analysing human control policies. Equally, any other approach to modelling must
be able to withstand similar criticism, and the defects of linear modelling can be most readily
overcome if they are thoroughly analysed.
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3.2. Results of linear model studies of the human controller
The earliest study of the human operator as a linear servomechanism is that of Tustin (1947) who
proposed that, despite amplitude nonlinearities, temporal discontinuities and haphazard
fluctuations, there might be an “appropriate linear law” that would describe the main part of the
operator’s behaviour. Since that time, there have been many studies, including those of Russell
(1951), Krendel (1951, 1952), Elkind (1956) and McRuer and Krendel (1959). The early studies
have been reviewed by Licklider (1960), and more recent reviews have been given by Summers
& Ziedman (1964), Young and Stark (1965) and McRuer, Graham, Krendel and Reisener (1965).
Hall (1963) has published a concise study covering the main aspects of linear models of the
human operator in a flying situation, and this is summarized here.
All the studies of linear models reference have taken control situations in which it is reasonable
to expect the human operator to act linearly: the error, e(t), has been displayed on an analogue,
positional display, such as an oscilloscope or pointer-meter; the operator’s output m(t) has been
applied to an analogue positional control, such as a joystick. In most cases only the error, e(t),
has been displayed to the operator (compensatory tracking), but in a few studies, Elkind’s in
particular, r(t) and c(t) have been displayed on the same scale (pursuit tracking). Hall studied
compensatory tracking with G, the controlled element, having a form corresponding to the short
period motion in the longitudinal dynamics of aircraft—its transfer-function was of the form:
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where L is the gain of the controlled element, wn is its undamped natural period in rad/sec, and k
is the damping ratio; in Hall’s experiments, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ wn ≤ 7. The input, r(t), was a
Gaussian random signal passed through a low-pass filter of the form 1/(1 + s)3. Hall’s operators
were highly skilled pilots, used to controlling elements with dynamics of this form.
Hall’s main results are illustrated in Figure 2 by plots of various variables in a plane with
damping ratio, k, as abscissa, and undamped natural frequency, Fn= wn/2π, as ordinate. He
considered the operator to be acting linearly if the r.m.s. level of the “remnant” term, n(t), was
less than 5% of the r.m.s. operator output, m(t). From Figure 2(a), it may be seen that the
operator acted linearly, by this criterion, for the higher values of natural frequency and damping
ratio. Figure 2(b) shows contours delimiting regions of similar tracking performance in terms of
mean error.
Hall found radical changes in the form of linear model associated with different controlled
elements, and the regions associated with different models are delimited in Figure 2(c); the forms
of model are given in Table 1. The term e0 2s, occurring in all four models, is a pure time delay of
200 msec similar in magnitude to a simple visual/motor reaction-time. The terms in s in the
numerators of the transfer-functions correspond to a phase-lead, or dependence upon the input
velocity, and similar terms in the denominator correspond to a phase-lag, or smoothing of the
error signal. Region A is one of high damping and medium-speed response, and the model has a
predominant lead term showing that the operator is using the velocity of the error to predict
ahead. Region C is one of low damping and fast response, where the higher frequency
components of the input are very apparent, and the model has a dominant lag term showing that
the operator is filtering out, or responding less, to these components. In Region C, between these
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two, the model suggests that the operator, apart from his reaction-time delay, is acting as a pure
gain element. In region D, where the system is slow and underdamped, second-order terms in s
appear in the numerator, showing that the operator is now making use of information about the
acceleration of the error.

Figure 2. Results of experiments on linear modelling (Hall, 1963)

Region Form of model, K(s) (Hall, 1963)
A 0.16 (1 + 0.67s)e-0.2s/(1 + 0.2s)
B 0.25 se-0.2s

C 0.5 (1 + 0.77s)e-0.2s/(1 +2.5s)
D 0.0625 (1 + 2s)e-0.2s/(1 + 0.5s)2

Where K(s) = (stick output (in.))/(error signal (deg.))
Table 1. Various forms of model for the human controller

Hall asked the experienced pilots who acted as experimental subjects to rate the controlled
elements for its “handling qualities” as if it were an aircraft and the consensus of these ratings is
shown in Figure 2(d). It is from comparison of plots (d) and (a) that the main justification for the
utility of linear models of the human operator in the aircraft industry is derived—Hall states it
thus:
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 “If the pilot’s opinion is ‘good’ the pilot is acting linearly . . . if a system is studied
which has to be altered so that the pilot opinion will be high, the better the configuration
becomes in terms of handling qualities the more accurate a linear analysis will be.”

This is a very fair, and a virtually complete, assessment of the utility of linear models of the
human controller, emphasizing the restricted, but useful, conditions under which they apply.
One final question which Hall considered was to suppose that the operator was acting linearly
and determine the “source” of the remnant term, n(t). Records of the pilot response, m(t), for
configurations in Region D of Figure 2(c) showed that superimposed on the output predicted by
the linear model was a “rather frantic switching” mode, with the pilot alternating “somewhat
arbitrarily between the two hard over stick” positions. Hall reports that the switching did not
occur regularly and was not correlated with error zero crossings—he matches the remnant
component in spectral density with a random telegraph waveform having a mean time between
switching of 3-5 sec. Diamantides (1958) has reported a similar effect under the same conditions,
and ascribes it to pilots attempting to obtain “informative feedback” about the controlled element
dynamics by injecting a signal into the loop. He also reports that the injected signal is more
apparent with less skilled pilots, and, in one operator at least, the signal disappeared with
learning as an “exponential function of time.”

3.3. Utility of linear models in human operator studies
Because of the strong theoretical constraints upon the circumstances under which the describing
function is meaningful, several workers have studied the validity of the necessary assumptions in
experiments with the human operator, and the extent to which overall behaviour, such as
stability, may be predicted from the measured linear models. Elkind & Darley (1963) measured
the deviations from a Gaussian distribution of the operator’s output, m(t), the remnant, n(t), and
the error signal, e(t), for a controlled element, G, which was a pure gain, with an input r(t) which
was band-limited Gaussian noise. They report that the output “obtained with all inputs and the
error and remnant signals obtained with medium bandwidth inputs appear to be approximately
normally distributed.” Hall (1957), in a similar experiment but with a controlled element of the
form given in the equation for G(s) above, found that the amplitude distribution of the error
signal was approximately normal, but the distribution of the operator’s output appeared
rectangular and even bimodal when the band-width and damping of the controlled element were
low.
Jex, Cromwell & Siskind (1960) and Smith (1963) have compared the stability boundary for the
human operator, computed from describing function measurements, with the actual boundary
found by experiment. They used the results obtained by Krendel & McRuer (1960) to predict the
stability of the controlled system for second-order unstable dynamics (negative damping ratio),
and find it necessary to introduce an input-predictive mode of operation to account for the
experimental results. Skolnick (1966) has used measured data on the human operator describing
function to determine “capability bounds” on the human controller, and has proposed techniques
for optimizing the performance of a control system containing a human operator using these
bounds.
Various workers have studied the effect of verbal instructions to an operator on the parameters of
a corresponding linear model, and these effects are summarized by McRuer & Krendel (1957) in
what is still the most comprehensive and detailed discussion of linear modelling and its relevance
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to human operator studies. McRuer & Krendel used two sets of instructions, one of which
emphasized “speed” in reducing the effect of disturbance. For one operator they found no change
in the measured describing function (d.c.) under the two conditions, whereas for another they
found a distinct constant when the emphasis was on “speed”—lower d.c. gain and smoothing
time-constant triple what it was for “speed” when the emphasis was on accuracy. Russell (1951)
measured the change in linear models parameters after the operator had drunk a substantial
quantity of alcohol, and reported lower d.c. gain and greatly reduced capability to introduce lead,
that is, to estimate error-velocity.
Sheridan (1960) has used a technique for measuring the describing function on-line to follow
changes in the model parameters when those of the controlled element undergo a step variation.
He reports that, “the experienced operator adapts almost instantaneously if the parameters of
controlled process or the type of display suddenly change.” This is in accord with the more
recent studies of Young, Green, Elland & Kelly (1964) who investigated the time taken for the
operator to adapt to changes in the gain of the controlled element, and sense of the error, in a
simple compensatory tracking task. They report that, “adaptation generally occurs in 0.4 to 0.5
sec following a controlled element change, and the resulting error is usually reduced to its
asymptotic level in 1 to 3 sec following transition.” Krendel & McRuer (1960) have outlined a
developmental approach to the learning of a tracking skill in terms of the parameters of the
describing function at various stages. Fuchs (1962) has put forward a “progression-regression”
hypothesis suggesting that in learning the parameters of the higher time derivatives of the error
will be gradually given more weight, whilst under stress their relative weights will be reduced.
DeLessio & Palin (1961) put forward a program to identify the time-variation of the parameters
of an operator’s describing function, and hence form “an adaptive model for the human
operator”, but this program has not been carried out.
Briggs (1964) has defended the linear describing function as a powerful methodology for human
operator studies, but claims that there has been too much effort expended on the development of
the technique, and too little on “the descriptive quantification of behaviour and analytic tests of
hypotheses about behaviour”; he fears that the same mistake will be made in future
developments of nonlinear models. This is an important criticism and in the following section
some details of the relationship between actual behaviour and its equivalent linear model are
examined, both for their relevance to the utility of linear models and for their wider implications.

3.4. Nature of the linear approximation and constraints upon it
Controlled elements whose parameters vary progressively, but rapidly, over a range of values
may be used to obtain records of the behaviour of the same operator under different conditions
within a short span of time, and serve to illustrate some of the characteristics of the describing
function discussed in Section 3.2. Figure 3 shows the input, r(t) = sin(πt/5), a sine-wave of 10
seconds period, and the operator’s output, for a tracking task with continuous manual input and
continuous visual display of error, and controlled element dynamics of the form:

G(s) = L/s(s + I /T)2

that is a second-order lag of time-constant, T, followed by a pure integration; this is similar to
Hall’s dynamics, with k = 1 and wn= 1/T (Fn= l/2πT).

In the left part of the figure, which shows the response for a short time lag (T ~ 0.25 sec), the
operator’s response has an overall shape which is similar to that of the sine-wave input but
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lagging it in phase. This response is clearly made up of a number of discrete movements,
however, and is not the continuous sinusoid response which would be obtained from a linear
servo in the same situation. If the Fourier transform of this response, however, it will clearly be
found to have a very high percentage of its energy in the expected sinusoid, and very little in the
“perturbation” due to the discrete movements. The converse is true of the response at high lags
(T ~ 0.7 sec), shown in the right part of Figure 3. The operator is now responding so rapidly with
such large amplitude movements that his output appears closer to a pulse-width modulated signal
than a sinusoid. A Fourier transform would still show a phase-lagging signal at the input
frequency, but this is now lower in amplitude and accounts for a minority of the energy in the
response.

Figure 3. Sine wave tracking through cascaded lags
A correlational analysis of the control behaviour partially shown in Figure 3 would result in a
good linear fit to the controller at short lags and a bad fit (high remnant) at long lags. More
importantly, the model would differ greatly for the two situations, and yet it is plausible, both
from an examination of the records and from the fact that they were taken within a few seconds
of one another from the same operator, that the operator has not changed his control strategy in
the least. This is the gravest defect of the describing function—that the linear model of an
operator may vary widely as function of his environment without his control strategy changing at
all.
The intermittency and discreteness of the human operator’s response is not a newly discovered
phenomenon—Telford (1931) reported a “refractory phase” in the motor responses to two
stimuli presented within an interval of about 0.5 sec of one another, and Craik (1947) described
the type of response in a tracking task, shown in Figure 3, as “intermittent corrections”
consisting of “ballistic movements.” However, whilst many workers have followed up Telford’s
discoveries of a central refractory period in simple discrete stimulus/response situations, lack of
development of both the theoretical and technological tools has made it impossible to go further
with Craik’s analysis until recently. Even now only a few steps forward have been taken, and no
comprehensive and complete structure, equivalent to the describing function, is available for
nonlinear studies of the human operator. In the following section, work on nonlinear models of
the human operator is reviewed for its relevance to improved models of human adaptive
behaviour.
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4. Nonlinear Models of the Human Controller
The evidence for a fundamental discrete-time, discrete-action basis for human perceptual-motor
skilled behaviour has been presented in general reviews by Summers & Ziedman (1964), Bekey
(1965), Young & Stark (1965) and Poulton (1966), and also in theses proposing sampled-data
models of the human controller (Bekey, 1962; Lange, 1965). Definitive evidence has been
gathered of discrete-action and discrete-time phenomena in peripheral behaviour such as hand
and eye movements, and theoretical models of these have been explored in depth. Less firm
evidence has been adduced for discrete-time phenomena in perception and decision-making, but
no models have yet been proposed which can account for all the experimental data. In the
following section work on discrete behaviour in substructures of the human controller is
reviewed, whilst further sections outline sampled-data and “bang bang” models of overall
tracking behaviour.

4.1. Discrete phenomena in human peripheral dynamics
In moving his hand from one position to another, or in rotating his eye from one fixation to
another, the human operator has to vary the location of a mass using the force exerted by his
muscles which is limited in its maximum value. Dynamically, the hand or eye is virtually a pure
mass, with low dissipation of energy through friction, and low storage of potential energy
through spring-like behaviour. A simple servomechanism, in controlling the location of an
object, applies a force to it proportional to the deviation of the location from the desired one, in
such a direction as to reduce the deviation. Bushaw (1953) showed that the control policy of the
linear servomechanism was not time-optimal, in that it did not reduce the error in location to zero
as rapidly as possible, and he showed that a “bang bang” controller, applying maximum available
force in one direction for half the time and then applying it in the other, gave improved
performance. From l953 onwards, a number of workers proved, with increasing generality, that
the minimum-time control of a linear system was achieved by a controller which applied either
maximum or zero force (Fuller, 1960a). This result has been extended to the optimization of
performance criteria other than settling time, such as error-functionals (Fuller, 1960b).
In 1962, Smith (1962) and Wilde & Wescott (1962) published papers giving experimental
evidence that the human operator used “bang bang” control in moving his hand and arm, and at
the same time van der Gon, Thuring & Strackee (1962) described a “handwriting simulator”
which accurately reproduced the movements of the hand in writing using “bang bang”
controllers in two dimensions. In a later paper, van der Gon & Thuring (1965) reported that the
controllers worked at a fixed force within a movement pattern, rather than at constant maximum
force. They state that, “to write the same word involves the use of the same timing and that the
instruction of change of size is interpreted as change of force”; since the size of the writing
varies as the square of the force, small changes in force are adequate to produce large changes in
size. Equally, the human operator does have an ultimate limit in the force applicable, and loading
the hand or arm with more inertia reduces the speed of movement (Smith, 1962). The minimum
time of application of the force for an unloaded limb was found by all workers to be about 90
msec, which tallies with the response-time of the muscle servomechanism (Hammond, Merton &
Sutton, 1956) and the rate at which nervous pulses are sent to the muscle (Lippold, Redfearn &
Vuco, 1957). A similar discrete action servomechanism has been discovered in the control of eye
movements (Stark, Vossius & Young, 1962; Young & Stark, 1963), with independent control of
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positional saccades and velocity pursuit motion, again with forces applied for about 90 msec in
turn.
Apart from the clearly defined discrete phenomena in human limb and eye movements, there is
considerable circumstantial evidence for discrete phenomena, “data-sampling” or a
“psychological moment” in perception itself. Experiments on the “psychological refractory
period” (Welford, 1952), on choice reaction times (Hick, 1952), on temporal numerosity (White,
1963), on periodicities in simple reaction times (Stroud, 1954; Augenstine, 1954; Venables,
1960), on backward masking of one stimulus by a succeeding one (Kolers, 1962), and on the
reaction time to the cessation of a repetitive stimulus (Callaway & Alexander, 1962), all suggest
that visual perception is not a continuous process. Various authors have suggested, on the basis
of such data, that the brain works in terms of a moment of time, in duration about 90 msec,
within which events are confused in their temporal relationships. As Kolers (1968) and Allport
(1968) have pointed out, however, no simple model of such discreteness in time can account for
more than a minority of the known phenomena, although it is clear that some form of
discontinuity is present. Some workers (Wiener, 1948; Lindsley, 1952; Surwillo, 1963) have
attempted to link the hypothesized periodicity in perception of 90 msec with the similar
periodicity in the alpha rhythm of the brain, and indeed Surwillo has described definite
experimental evidence of a strong correlation between alpha period and simple reaction time
over a population. However, no incontrovertible evidence of such a link has been obtained.

4.2. Sampled data models for human tracking behaviour
The evidence for temporal discontinuities in human perception and movement, together with the
observed nonlinearities in human tracking behaviour (Craik, 1947; Hick, 1948; Poulton, 1962)
when perception and movement are coupled closely together, has lead to a number of proposals
for data-sampling models of the human controller in which the display is sensed intermittently
and a motor-pattern released according to what is observed. In control engineering (Kalman &
Bertram, 1959; Jury, 1958) such sampled-data control systems became of practical importance
with the use of digital computers in control loops, and for the case where the sampling frequency
is constant a theory of linear sampled data systems has been developed based on the z-transform,
which is similar in power to the theory of continuous linear systems based on the Laplace
transform. Because such a theory exists, it has been customary to base recent human operator
models on sampled-data systems with constant sampling-frequency, although this does not fit the
experimental data (Lange, 1965), and attempts have been made to develop techniques to deal
with more complex sampling criteria (Bekey, 1962).
The earliest sampled-data model was that of North (1952) who took Tustin’s model of the human
operator and replaced the differential equations by difference equations. North matched the
behaviour of his model against that of the human operator in terms of power spectra only, and
the first study in which the behaviour was matched in the time domain was that of Ward (1958).
More recently Bekey (1962), Lange (1965) and Kreifeldt (1965) have proposed sampled-data
models for human tracking behaviour, and Bekey (1965) has reviewed some of this work.
Lange’s work was a continuation of the work of Wilde and Lemay (Wilde & Wescott, 1962;
Lemay & Wescott, 1962), and has the most detailed experimental backing; the main points of his
model and results are outlined in the following paragraph.
Lange considered compensatory tracking through a simple gain, with continuous manual control
and visual display, of zero-mean Gaussian noise with a cut-off frequency of 3.8 rad/sec, and used
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highly trained operators as subjects. In his model, the operator samples both position and
velocity of error instantaneously, regularly at about 150 msec intervals, and attempts to reduce
both to zero by a bang bang output to actuate his hand. The qualitative nature of the output of the
model is a far better match to the operator’s output than that of a linear model. Quantitatively,
correlations of between 0.8 and 0.9 were obtained between model errors and operator errors,
corresponding to cross correlations between their outputs of between 0.98 and 0.99. The match
in the time-domain could have been improved by taking a varying sampling interval, and Lange
suggests an extended model with random variation of the sampling frequency.

4.3. “Bang bang” models of human controller for high-order systems
Data-sampling models of the human control provide a good representation when the controlled
element is a pure gain and the operator is effectively required to match a difficult waveform. In
this situation, the movement of the hand to match the waveform, and the movement of the eye to
track it, are clearly the main variables, and the tracking models are closely related to those of the
hand and eye alone. The situation is also a very natural one, to which hand and eye co-ordination
should have become well-suited during the course of evolution, and it is not surprising that the
movement time of the eye, the reaction time delay between visual stimulus and motor response,
and the movement time of the hand, are all similar in magnitude at about 180 msec—it would be
no advantage to the system to have one very much less than the others. Hence, a “sampling
interval” of the same order is a reasonable approximation in these simple situations. When the
lags in the controlled element become very much greater than those in the operator, however, the
eye and hand in themselves become of less importance, and the problem-solving capability of the
brain in between them comes to dominate the behaviour.
It was noted in Section 4.1 that “bang bang”, or maximal force, control is the optimum strategy
for the control of a pure second-order system which approximates to the dynamics of an eye or
limb. This result has been extended to the time-optimal control of any linear system, and the
maximum-effort controller is becoming as ubiquitous in the literature as the linear controller
(Fuller, 1960a, 1962). Pew (1963) and Young & Meiry (1965) presented experimental evidence
that in the control of both stable and unstable second-order systems the human operator adopts a
“bang bang” control strategy, and have shown that tracking improves if this strategy is forced
upon the operator by giving him a two-position only control.
Because the two-level output of a “bang bang” controller is far simpler to monitor than the
continuous output of a linear controller, and the control strategy can be represented by those
points in the state-space of the controlled element at which the controller changes from one
output value to the other (the “switching-line” in the position/velocity “phase-plane” for a
second-order system), it is comparatively simple to measure the control policy of the human
operator working in a “bang bang” mode. In particular, the adaption of the control policy during
learning is readily followed, and since a plot of individual decision-points is obtained as a
function of time it is possible to clarify the effects of indeterminacy in the policy (in the “search”
phase), indeterminacy in the measurement of the policy (since only a limited number of data
points are available), and time-variation of the policy with learning. In linear modelling by
correlational techniques, the smoothing of data over time causes these factors to be inextricably
mixed.
Li, Young & Meiry (1965) have described qualitatively the variation of the human operator’s
switching line in learning to control an unstable second-order system. Weir & Phatak (1967)
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have measured the time-variation of the switching line in response to step changes in the
controlled element dynamics. However, as yet, there does not appear to have been published any
detailed study of the learning of a high-order control skill, where a “bang bang” control policy is
either forced by the nature of the controls, or expected to appear.

4.4. Adaptive nonlinear models of the human controller
Subject to the criteria of Section 2, any one model which gives a good match to the behaviour of
the human operator is as legitimate as any other. Thus, the behaviour of many of the automatic
adaptive controllers and learning systems described in the control and artificial intelligence
literature (Tou & Wilcox, 1964; Donaldson & Kishi, 1967; Andreae, 1969) might be used to
“model” that of the human operator. This would be done in a manner exactly analogous to that
used with linear models: given a criterion for “goodness of fit”, the modeller would vary the
parameters of the model to obtain the value which best satisfied the criterion. Because linear
models provide such a poor fit to the detailed output of the human operator, it is not surprising
that their parameters have no natural interpretation in terms of learning variables and do not give
rise to any useful model of human tracking behaviour which includes learning. Conversely,
because of the strong quantitative and qualitative resemblances between the output of sampled-
data and “bang bang” models and that of the human operator, these seem to offer a firmer
foundation on which to build extensive models of human skilled behaviour.
The most advanced automatic learning systems have had a decision-making, rather than a
continuous control, structure, and their outputs have been discrete “decisions” rather than
analogue variables. This type of output is most similar to that of the human operator using a
“bang bang” control mode, and it is reasonable to expect that useful models of human control
behaviour might be obtained first, with the learning models available, when the controlled
element is a high-order system with long lags, or the manual control is discrete in action.
Angel & Bekey (1968) have described a simple finite-state machine for the control of a pure
second-order system, based on experimental studies of discrete actuation in human limb
movements (Section 4.1), which provides a qualitative match to many of the characteristics of
human hand motion, and has self-adjusting properties giving it an adaptive capability; so far,
they have not presented studies of the goodness of fit of the model to human tracking behaviour
and its adaptation. Preyss & Meiry (1968) have described a “stochastic model” of human
learning behaviour in controlling a pure second-order system, in which the output is bang bang
and its polarity is switched on the basis of probabilistic estimates of the efficacy of so doing.
These estimates are themselves built up from prior experience using Bayes rule (Minsky &
Selfridge, 1961) to weight the evidence obtained from sensors giving quantized position and
velocity information from the controlled element. This model learns to control the second-order
system, and its behaviour both in tracking and in learning, is qualitatively similar to that of the
human operator—again, no detailed analysis of goodness of fit is presented.
Gaines (1967) and Gaines & Quarmby (1968) have presented comparative studies of human and
machine learning behaviour, in which the learning model was an adaptive-threshold logic
pattern-classifying adaptive controller, and report a close relationship between the effect of
variation of the parameters of task difficulty on human and machine learning. Studies of learning
system models of the human operator are currently limited only by the available suitable learning
systems in a utilizable form. As more learning machines become generally available, preferably
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as computer programs for small, on-line process control machines, it will be possible to evaluate
their utility as human operator models.

4.5. Tracking with nonlinear controls
Since the human operator of high-order systems adopts a strongly nonlinear control policy, it is
of interest to consider whether his performance is enhanced through the use of a control which
naturally induces this type of policy; for example, a two or three position joystick rather than a
continuously variable control. Young & Meiry (1965) have noted that, in high-order systems, the
error is dependent on the integral of the control movement, and the operator must keep track of
this quantity. With a continuous control this involves integration of a continuous function of
time; with a two or three position controller, it involves summation of the time intervals when
the output is positive, and subtraction of those for which it is negative; for a pulsing controller,
which gives out fixed-duration, fixed height pulses, either positive or negative in sign, it involves
only counting the excess of one type of pulse over the other. Thus these three types of control
should be successively easier to use, provided the integrations in the system are adequate to filter
out the quantization noise of the nonlinear controls.
Pew (1963) found in his studies that the performance of the human operator in controlling a pure
second-order system was similar with a continuous joystick and a two-position switch. Kilpatrick
(1964) found that when the controlled element dynamics were of the form, 1/s2 or 1/s2(s + 3),
there was no significant difference between the two types of controller, whereas with a very
difficult controlled element, requiring more lead, such as l/s2(s + 1), the r.m.s. error for the
continuous control was 50% higher than for the ‘bang bang’ control. Young & Stark (1965) note,
in Kilpatrick’s studies, that “even though the operator uses the continuous controller in a more or
less “bang bang” fashion, he is able to use the ‘bang bang’ controller in a pulse control fashion. ”
Gaines (1966, 1967) has reported that the use of pulsing controls not only improves the
performance of the human operator in high-order systems, but is also less fatiguing. He was
interested in obtaining a control for use in studies of training, which was itself difficult to use and
involved interactions between the learning of the tracking task and learning to use the control.
Building memory into the pulsing control system, such that the sign of a pulse obtained from one
of two push-buttons depended upon that last pressed, gave a control with the required
characteristics. The control consisted of a pair of push-buttons, one held in each hand, such that
pressing one push-button would give out a positive impulse, whereas pushing the other would
give out a negative impulse. The polarity of the two pushbuttons was not constant, however, and
changed each time either was pressed. Hence, to obtain a stream of pulses of constant polarity, it
is necessary to alternate between the two push-buttons.
Initially this control feels most awkward and unnatural to use, but eventually, after 10 to 30
minutes of use under reasonable conditions, it becomes as simple and natural to use as the non-
reversing push-buttons. The problems in using this control may be appreciated by considering
the situation in which the operator has pushed a button and the error has increased—his natural
tendency is to push the other button, but the correct response is to push the same button again.
Gaines (1966) describes the various stages of learning to use the push-button controls, from an
almost entirely verbal strategy, through the build-up of response structures, to a highly-skilled,
non-verbalizable control strategy.
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4.6. Control strategies in multi-variable situations
Whilst much research effort has been devoted to the study of the dynamics of the peripheral
mechanisms of the human controller, and to the linking of these by control strategies for
compensatory tracking, and much progress has been made in the understanding and modelling of
the human operator in simple situations, there is no comparable understanding of the control
strategies adopted in more realistic situations, where the operator has multiple, diverse and
interacting tasks to be performed either simultaneously, or sequentially. Hence models of the
human controller in the simple tracking situations used in laboratory experiments may be very
different from those of behaviour encountered in more realistic situations.
At the level of overall performance, there have been a number of studies of two-dimensional
tracking tasks, with the error on one axis presented as the horizontal axis on an oscilloscope, and
the error on the other presented as the vertical axis—the control being a two-dimensional,
continuous-output joystick (Chernikoff, Duey & Taylor, 1959; Duey & Chernikoff, 1959;
Chernikoff & LeMay, 1963). The main result of these was that tracking in both axes deteriorated
as the task dynamics in the two become more different, and that a two-dimensional task with the
same dynamics in both axes was similar in difficulty to the equivalent one-dimensional task. At a
similar conceptual level, Dander (1963) has investigated the possibility of predicting pilot ratings
of multi-axis control tasks from single-axis data. The interference between widely differing
tasks, which do not in themselves interact, has been extensively investigated in studies to
improve the sensitivity of performance measures through the use of secondary tasks (Knowles,
1963). The factors which make “secondary loading” techniques useful operate to make the
modelling and prediction of interference difficult, since there is generally a level below which a
secondary task shows no detectable effect— it is using up the operator’s “spare capacity.”
At a detailed level, the main problem in modelling human control strategies in multi-variable
situations is that of measuring and simulating “attention switching” as the operator multiplexes
his control capabilities to various parts of the total system. One of the more accessible and
important indications of attention is the instrument at which the operator is looking, and much
effort has been devoted to measuring and modelling the human controller’s visual behaviour in a
many-instrument, multi-dimensional tracking task (Senders, 1964; Carbonell, 1966; Senders,
Ward & Carbonell, 1967). Senders originally proposed, and tested experimentally, a model in
which the frequency of sampling an instrument was proportional to the potential information
flow-rate through that instrument regarded as a communication channel. The later studies extend
this to models which take account of the “queuing” of instruments for attention, and the risk
taken in not reading a particular instrument.
Even pursuit tracking, where the operator is shown not only the error but also the input, or
disturbing, signal, is itself a multi-variable tracking situation, and poses far greater difficulties in
the analysis of the operator’s behaviour than does compensatory tracking. Poulton (1952a, b,
1957a, b) has studied the differences between behaviour in compensatory and pursuit tracking in
great detail, and suggests that the advantages of the pursuit situation stem from its enabling a
complete separation to be made between the demanded input to the system, the “track”, and the
operator’s own input through the system. This separation aids both the prediction of future
system behaviour, and the modelling by the operator, as part of his learning process, of the
demand signal and system dynamics.
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The pursuit tracking situation becomes even more complex when the operator can see not only
the immediate value of the demand signal, but also some segment of its future values, for
example, in a car-driving situation. Classical control theory gives no indication of how advantage
may be taken of such a preview, and hence it has been impossible, until recently, to approach the
modelling of human control behaviour in the vehicle-steering situation from a control-theoretical
point of view. Sheridan & Roland (1966) have now used the modern control technique of
“Dynamic Programming” (Bellman & Dreyfus, 1962) to obtain a normative model of the
optimum control strategy in this situation for comparison with that of the human operator. This
interesting and powerful approach has also been expounded in some detail by Thomas (1962),
and offers the opportunity for a substantial advance in the understanding of human control
behaviour. Dynamic programming is essentially a computational technique which enables very
general control problems to be solved, given a criterion of optimality, by numerical algorithms.
Its main disadvantage is the amount of computation and data storage required, but this is far less
than that for a complete search of all possible control policies.

5. Conclusions
The present state of knowledge about the human controller is conveyed best in the previous sub-
section on multi-variable situations. Even the pursuit-tracking situation has not yet been
adequately analysed or described, and this is still a “laboratory situation” far removed from the
multi-variable realities of everyday life. The single-input, single-output, compensatory tracking
situation is the only one which shows signs of yielding soon to the application of modern control
theory and modern experimental technology. It is well to remember in any study of human
behaviour that our imperfect knowledge itself only pretends to capture a small fraction of that
behaviour.
However, in the context of previous knowledge of the human controller, there have been notable
advances in recent years, and the non-linear models described in Section 4 have a greater
credibility than that of past linear models. The detailed structure of the behaviour of these models
can be seen (by the complex pattern-recognition process of the human eye) to be similar to that
of human behaviour in similar circumstances, and this, at the present state of art, is as important
as mere numerical “goodness of fit.”
Psychology is full of examples of the danger of premature mathematization and ill-considered
quantification of human behaviour. The mathematics and physics of each day and age have been
applied to the contemporary behavioural sciences, only to be discarded as new branches of
mathematics and physics have been opened up. It is not that behaviour cannot be quantified, but
rather that it is too rich for full description and we always describe those, often minor, aspects for
which we happen to have terms available.
It is safe to predict that the algebraic theory of semigroups and automata (Clifford & Preston,
1961, 1967; Liapin, 1963; Booth, 1967; Wymore, 1967; Arbib, 1968) will come to play an
increasingly important role in the behavioural sciences during the next decade. It is almost as
safe to predict the decline and fall of many of their applications, as even more powerful and
appropriate mathematical tools become-available; the first book on algebraic semigroups is only
of 1960 vintage.
However, the ability of the digital computer to acquire and analyse vast quantities of data means
that our knowledge of human behaviour, particularly in the simple situation of a compensatory
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tracking skill, is now growing very rapidly. It may also be expected that our knowledge of how
to deal with such vast quantities of data will also increase, and that the models of human skilled
behaviour, outlined in this paper, will become increasingly refined and more widely applicable.
In particular, their domain will be extended from highly skilled military personnel to both the
learning behaviour of unskilled individuals and to the pathological behaviour of, for example,
brain-damaged individuals.
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